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The study of the mechanism of the controlled adhesion of geckos, which is important for the design and
fabrication of bio-inspired dry and reversible adhesive surfaces, is widely discussed below the setal level. In
this work, the role of the soft lamellar skin in gecko toe adhesion was experimentally revealed. The lamellar
skin acting as a soft spring sustains most of the normal deformation during preloading and maintains a wide
range of adhesive state rather than a repulsive state. The sequential engagement and peeling off of setal array
are responsible for the reliable gecko adhesion and friction control. This soft spring supported pillar
structure should be adopted in future bio-inspired adhesives design. A hybrid three-legged spring/setae
clamp was developed to transfer a horizontally placed silicon wafer. It indicates the importance of
integration and optimization of nanoscale structures as well as the incorporation of their unique,
size-dependent properties into functional macroscale devices.

T
he exceptional climbing ability of geckos is widely attributed to the hierarchical structure on their toes, with
over 10 lamellae on each toe, thousands of setae on each lamellar, and hundreds of spatulae on each seta
(Fig. 1a)1–7. During the exploration of the mechanism of geckos’ amazing adhesion and friction control

during its movement on vertical walls and upside down ceilings, the hierarchical structure has been widely
thought to provide a high degree of compliance8 and allows the intimate contact between the spatulae and the
surfaces to achieve high adhesion, high friction force3–10, and self-cleaning ability11. Due to the small size of the
setae and spatulae, it is natural to think about the structure size effect on the adhesion performance of gecko. As a
general phenomenon, Artz et al.5 found that for animals such as flies, spiders, and geckos, the dimension of the
adhesive terminal setae structures is inversely scaled with their weight, and it can be well described by the
traditional Johnson, Kendall, and Roberts contact model on sphere and flat surface contact12. Theoretical studies
also show that the hierarchical structures can increase the effective adhesion energy during detachment from a
rough surface by increasing the elastic deformation energy13,14. However, these models cannot explain the easy
detachment of gecko toe on substrates due to the simplification of terminal structures of setae as simple spheres or
flat ends of cylinders, which is very different from the actual triangular thin spatula pad. The mechanism behind
the reversible adhesive properties of geckos was explained by Tian et al.6,15. The group showed that peeling a
spatula pad 5 nm to 10 nm thick, ,200 nm wide) at a small angle requires a larger peeling force compared with
peeling at a large angle (e.g., perpendicular to a surface). The attachment and detachment processes are both
mediated by the rolling actions of the toes (Fig. 1a; A: attachment and D: detachment). During attachment, the
setae within the setal array crowd16 to a maximum packing, which results in a low peel angle h of the spatula pads
relative to the surface and leads to high adhesion and friction. By contrast, the rolling motion of the toes during
detachment ensures a large h in order to reduce the peel force for the sequential release of the setae and the
lamellar structures. Similar peel angle effect on the peel strength of adhesive tape has been disclosed in 1970s17,18.
The effects of modulus and thickness of backing layers of adhesive tapes have also discussed. A lower peel angle, a
higher modulus and backing layer thickness can effectively increase the peel force, which could be described in the
peel zone model as an increase of effective peel zone length15. While the peel force for adhesive tape strongly
depends on the viscoelastic property of the used polymer adhesive, the peel force of gecko spatulae depends on the
van der Waals force between spatulae and substrates4,6.

The geckos’ advanced performance in friction and adhesion control endows their excellent climbing abilities
and also inspired a new type of dry adhesives19–25. Understanding the key properties, principles, and mechanisms
of the gecko adhesive system significantly affected the design of the gecko inspired dry adhesives. Based on the
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contact of micro-spheres and substrates, one level pillar array surface
has been invented with strong adhesion strength in air19 or under
water after being coated with a layer of mussel protein20. By mim-
icking the tilted structure of setae standing on its backing layer, a
sliding tilted carbon nanotube array surface could exhibit strong
friction force21 and strong anisotropic friction and adhesion prop-
erty22. With the further study on the hierarchical structure of seta and
the principles of splitting up a contact into finer sub-contacts can
greatly increases adhesion, hierarchical pillar structures have been
fabricated by researchers. Tilted hierarchical pillar structures also
showed anisotropic adhesion performance23. However, most of these
gecko-inspired synthetic adhesive surfaces with generally limited
levels of hierarchy as well as vertical or tilted micro/nanopillars are
standing on a continuous backing layer19–24, and are different from
the real gecko setal arrays supported at the end of the lamellar skin,
which may act as a soft spring (Fig. 1a, with a sketch in Fig. 1b).
Recently, a so-called combined lamellar and nanofibrillar array exhi-
bits a higher adaptability to a nonplanar surface than that of fibers
standing on a single flat backing layer25. But its nanofibers are stand-
ing on the whole lamellar layer with no lamellar skin spring at its end.
It should also be noted that, recently, by comparing gecko and adhes-
ive tape, a novel gecko-inspired reversible adhesive surface based on
inextensible, draping fabrics with no patterned pillars has also been
fabricated and shows strong adhesion26. This work is based on the
less stretchable fabrics as the backing layer, which may lead to a large
peel zone length and could be explained by the peel zone model for
adhesive tapes15.

In real gecko spatular nanocontacts with substrates, the small
adhesion and friction forces from each spatula are integrated to the
seta, then to the lamellar skin, and finally to the toe and feet.
However, the role of the lamellar skin during the integration of the
spatular nanocontacts to the macroscopic toe has been seldom dis-
cussed. In this study, the hierarchical structure of the gecko below the
toe level is schematically represented as a series of springs (with the
lamellar skin spring constant KL and the setal spring constant KS) in
the unloaded state (Fig. 1c). The Ks of the simplified setal array is
different from those multilevel spring models of setal arrays
alone14,27. The use of sliding setal arrays, which are supported by a

spring to mimic the setal array that stands on the lamellar skin, shows
that the lamellar skin and its properties (i.e., stiffness) significantly
contribute to the efficient and controlled attachment and detach-
ment of the arrays to and from the surfaces by providing a wider
range of adhesive forces for the toes rather than resulting into a
repulsive state. A hybrid, three-legged, clamp-mimicking gecko
lamellar structure was developed to achieve the vertical lift, hori-
zontal movement, and vertical release of a horizontally placed silicon
wafer. The lamellar skin-like soft supporting spring structure should
be incorporated into the next generation of gecko-inspired adhesives
to provide an easier and more reliable friction and adhesion control.

Results
Sliding test of the soft-spring supported gecko setal array. A series
of optical side-view images of a setal array suspended on a relatively
weak cantilever (KL 5 168 N/m), which mimics the lamellar skin
(KL , 200 N/m, a cantilever beam, elastic modulus 1 GPa, width
0.33 mm, length 1.2 mm, thickness 0.16 mm), during a typical
tribological measurement is shown in Fig. 2a. When applied with a
preload of 3 mN, the setal array is sheared at a constant velocity v 5

60 mm/s. The normal and friction forces compress the setal array,
which results in a lower tilt angle of the setal shafts. In turn, the
normal force and friction forces further increase until the crowded
state is reached (Fig. 2a, captions vi–vii). Moreover, the tilt angle
decreases from an initial preloaded value of 63u to a final value of
18u. The low spring constant of the cantilever (or in the case of a
gecko, the lamellae skin) allows for large normal deformation, until
the setal array reaches its crowded state for higher adhesion and
friction (Fig. 2b). The replotting of the tribological data as a ratio
of friction to normal forces28 shows that although the tribological
force has not reached its saturation level, the ratio of the two forces
has already become saturated.

Therefore, the sliding process can be divided into three distinct
regimes. Within the initial regime (I) from i to iv with light blue
background, the normal force rapidly (within 2 seconds, which
correspond to a shearing distance of about 120 mm) enters the adhes-
ive regime (i.e., positive adhesion force) from the initial repulsive
state due to the applied preload upon the onset of sliding, whereas

Figure 1 | Hierarchical structure of a gecko and its initial contact to a surface: (a) different structural levels of a gecko: animal, feet, toe, lamellae

(attachment and detachment), and the setal arrays to the spatulae; (b) sketch of the initial contact of the setal arrays supported on the lamellar skins to a

surface. The entire setal arrays cannot come into contact with the surface simultaneously; (c) simplified spring model of the initial contact. The lamellar

skin has an initial height hL0 and a spring constant KL, whereas the setal array has an initial height hS0 and an effective spring constant KS.
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the friction force continues to increase. The spatulae then become
active as a result of sliding (i.e., adherent)3 and of the reorganisation
of the sliding and peeling direction of the contacted spatulae3,29.
Within the second regime (II) between iv and vi with light sienna
background, the force ratio of friction to adhesion reflects the micro-
scopic peeling angle according to the theoretical model of spatula
peeling6. A force ratio that approaches a constant (,20) corresponds
to a nominal peel angle of approximately 3u. With further sliding, the
number of contacted spatulae with the same peel angle increases
along with the decrease in the tilt angle of the setal shafts, until it
finally enters a constant crowded sliding state in the third regime (III)
with light olivine background. Regime (II) explains the effects of the
natural angles of the setal arrays on the lamellar skin and on the h, a,
and c surfaces (Figs. 1a and 1b), which is really important for the
understanding of how geckos control the number and peel angle of
nanocontacts of spatulae to obtain the desired adhesion and friction
forces.

At stage (III), the setal shaft tilt angle as well as the adhesion and
friction forces becomes saturated. Fig. 2c shows a schematic of the
system, which highlights the changes in the normal deformations
during sliding. The use of a relatively weak cantilever in the test
results in a lower measured adhesion force compared with the actual

adhesion force generated by the setal arrays. This result is due to the
mechanical repulsive force resulted from the normal compression of
the setal shafts. After sliding, the actual adhesion force during normal
pull-off is significantly larger than that in the sliding, which is
important for gecko to obtain a reliable attachment to vertical walls
and upside down ceilings. It also means that the sliding process
shows a significant importance in efficient and reliable engagement
of spatulae to surfaces. A weak spring constant of the lamellar skin
allows the gecko setal array to achieve its crowded intimate contact
state.

The flexibility of the lamellar skin also provides a wider range of
normal displacement of the gecko toes during attachment with an
adhesive state. During the movement of gecko on vertical walls or
ceilings, it is important to keep an adhesive state of its feet. This
flexibility on normal displacement control of gecko toe contributes
to the controlled and safe contact of the setal array to a surface for
achieving reliable adhesion and friction forces. For a given normal
preload displacement L0, a stiff lamellar skin would result in a major
deformation at the setal array level (middle panel in Fig. 3a), which
may easily generate a repulsive force because of the compression of
the crowded setal array. In real situations for the gecko, the lamellar
skin has a weak spring constant that leads to an increased deformation

Figure 2 | Sliding setal array at a fixed preload L0: (a) tilt angles of the setal shafts at different sliding distances; (b) typical friction and normal force
curves (upper panel) and their ratio (lower panel) versus the sliding time; (c) sketch of the perpendicular deformation at a preload L0 (which
corresponds to the height of the supporting spring hLS and the setal array hS) and during sliding. The absolute height of the supporting spring and the

setal array both change by DL. The measured normal force through the supporting spring is given by Fn 5 KL(DL 2 L0).
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of the lamellar skin, which ensures that the gecko feet experience an
adhesive force in a wider normal compression displacement range
during the attachment of a gecko toe toward a wall. This effect is
particularly crucial when geckos climb on walls and walk on ceilings.
If the gecko applies a large preload displacement L0 before sliding,
which is required to initiate adhesion and friction, the repulsive force
generated by the crowded setal array can potentially overcome the
adhesion force generated by the remaining adhered toes, thus result-
ing in a complete loss of adhesion (i.e., the gecko falls off the wall or
ceiling). However, in the real case, the weak lamellar skin (i.e., small
spring constant KL) provides the gecko with the ability to apply a
wider range of normal displacement before experiencing a high
repulsive force from the crowded setal array.

To verify the spring constant effect on the safe displacement range
during the engagement of setal array during attachment, sliding
adhesion measurements were performed on the same setal array
using three cantilevers with different spring constant KL to mimic
the stiffness of lamellar skins. The tested results of normal force Fn

versus the applied preload displacement are shown in Fig. 3b. A
positive value of Fn (with light blue background) means the normal
force experience by the spring is adhesive during the sliding after
applying a certain preload, while a negative value (with light olivine
background) indicates a repulsive force experienced by the can-
tilever. In the case of using a cantilever with a spring constant of
879 N/m, the cantilever measured saturated adhesion force during
sliding firstly increased as the increase of the preload displacement L0

to the maximum value corresponding to L0 of about 6 mm, and
finally decreased and switched to a repulsive force when L0 was over
9 mm. Therefore, the safe regime of normal preload displacement for
this cantilever is 9 mm. While a cantilever with KL 5 196 N/m, the
safe regime increases to about 23 mm. As expected, the safe regime
(i.e., adhesion regime, the experienced normal force on the spring is
adhesive) is larger for a cantilever with a lower KL. The adhesion force
is then replotted as a function of the normal deformation of the setal

array DHseta as shown in Fig. 3c. The DHseta curves agree with each
other very well and confirm that the measured adhesion force is
governed by the deformation of the setal array regardless of the
supporting spring stiffness. Similar experimental results show an
increase in the adhesion force to a peak value, followed by a
decrease30. However, the tests using different spring constants as well
as the final crowded repulsive state have not been experimentally
reported to date. Moreover, the two-level spring model used in
this study is significantly different from the several-level spring
models proposed for the description of setal shafts to spatulae in
literature14,27. These several-level spring models for hierarchical setal
array are simplified as the second level of the spring Ks in this study.
The stiffness effect of the hierarchical structures on the effective
modulus8 or the effective adhesive energy13 discussed in former
researches is the effect of Ks, which is different from KL, representing
the stiffness of the lamellar skin supporting the setal array.

Timeline of the mechanism and biomimetic design of a gecko
surface and of the developed hybrid clamp. During the last
decade, significant progress has been made in developing models
and theories of gecko adhesion accompanied with the development
of gecko-inspired synthetic adhesives (Fig. 4a). Since the significant
progress in the van der Waals interaction mechanism3,4 and split
principle5 of gecko adhesion was disclosed, various gecko inspired
vertical single level polymer pillars with strong adhesion have been
developed8,9,11. Later, models and fabrications of hierarchical
structures have been developed to achieve softer stiffness and
higher effective adhesion energy of pillar structures14. After a peel
model was developed to explain the strong attachment and easy
detachment of the gecko spatulae6, more complex anisotropic
designs were developed to achieve reversible adhesion24,31–33.
Recently, a combined lamellar and nanofibrillar array structures
were also fabricated25, which fibers stand on the whole lamellar
skin and are different from the actual case, wherein the setal array

Figure 3 | Sliding of a setal array at different preload L0 with different supporting springs of different KL: (a) sketch of the deformation of the
supporting spring and the setal array; (b) stable normal force of the setal array at different L0 and KL; and (c) normal force shown in the panel versus the
deformation of the setal array.
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with a backing layer is supported by the lamellar skin spring. To
integrate the next generation of gecko-inspired adhesives into
dynamic devices such as climbing robots, we propose that a real
lamellar-like structure should be used to provide an easy and
reliable control of adhesion and friction in various applications.
For example, the stiffness of the lamellar-like structure in climbing
robots will depend on (i) the compliance of the synthetic adhesive
array, (ii) the adhesive and friction strength of the synthetic array,
and (iii) the normal displacement resolution of the actuators (stiffer
spring needs higher control precision in the normal displacement).

Inspired by the ‘‘V’’ geometry of gecko foot15 and the function of
the lamellar skin as a spring to support and slide the setal array to
integrate and control the forces of spatulae, a hybrid three-legged
clamp with a setal array supported at the end of a sphere glued on a
metal leg spring was developed as shown in Fig. 4b. This clamp is
different from the general use of the strong lateral friction force of
gecko inspired adhesive surfaces21,25. The detail design and fabrica-
tion principles are introduced in the methods section and a diagram
is given in the supporting information. By mimicking the sliding
action of gecko toes, stretching a thread can bend the leg springs to
slide setal arrays in its grip in direction (toward the center of the
clamp) to achieve high adhesive force with a silicon wafer, and
remain the adhesive force to normally lift the wafer. On the contrary,
by relaxing the leg springs, the springs move back to slide the setal
array in its release direction (away from the center of the clamp) to
reverse the adhesive force to a repulsive force to release the silicon
wafer. Considering the limit of the normal deformation of the setal
arrays, the silicon wafer is placed on a soft cushion, which is the
function of lamellar skin and the active compression control of real
gecko. The clamp successfully lifted and moved a horizontally placed
flat silicon wafer (Fig. 4b). The actions involved (i) moving down for
contact, (ii) being gripped in by springs to induce the sliding of the
setal array to adhere to the silicon wafer, (iii) moving up vertically to

lift the wafer, (iv) moving laterally to transfer the wafer to a new
position, (v) and finally relaxing the leg springs to slide against the
curvature of the setal array shafts to release the wafer. This clamp
shows the utilization of an efficient and controlled adhesion through
a soft spring and the setal array. Theoretically, it can also be realized
with gecko-inspired surface with anisotropic adhesion and friction
behaviours. In industrial applications, there are many kinds of grip-
pers to pick up and release objects, like utilizing magnetic attraction
or vacuum suction. Vacuum sucker has been widely used in the
integrated circuits industry to move silicon wafers. In the manufac-
turing condition with vacuum environment requirement, the
vacuum sucker can not be used. The gecko setal array or gecko
inspired adhesive surface based clamp could be a good candidate.
Also, in space applications, gecko setal surface or gecko inspired
surface based grippers using van der Waals forces have obvious
advantages in environmental adaptability.

Discussion
Although there is plenty of room at the bottom34, macroscopic
human activities must be sufficiently integrated from the nanoscale
to the macroscale to fully utilise the developments at the bottom. As
shown above, as a soft spring, the millimetre-sized lamellar skin is
crucial for the gecko to bridge its spatular nanocontacts to promote
macroscopic adhesion and friction for climbing walls and ceilings. In
the area of nanotechnology, similar integration has been paid more
and more attention. For instance, self-organised layered superamo-
lecular films stacked in different arrangement show different mac-
roscopic adhesive properties35. The growth of yarn-spinnable and
sheet-drawable carbon nanotube forests on highly flexible stainless
steel sheets instead of on silicon wafers makes the fabrication of
macroscopic fabrics possible36. Therefore, the integration of nano-
structures and their size-dependent unique properties into optimised
macroscale functional devices is of great importance.

Figure 4 | Development of the understanding of gecko adhesion and its biomimetic fabrication: (a) selected main theories and biomimetic designs of
the gecko surface; and (b) hybrid three-legged clamp based on a spring/setal array for transferring a silicon wafer.
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As a conclusion, the lamellar skin of gecko and its properties (i.e.,
stiffness) can significantly contribute to the efficient and reliable
control of the attachment and detachment of setal arrays during
gecko movement. A lamellar skin/spring-like structure should be
incorporated into future generations of gecko-inspired adhesives to
provide more control on adhesion and stronger adaptability to sur-
faces. The developed three-legged hybrid clamp that mimics a lamel-
lar skin/setae structure can successfully transfer a horizontally placed
silicon wafer. This work emphasises the importance of integrating
and optimising the functionalities of nanoscale structures into
macroscale functional devices.

Methods
The friction and adhesion test apparatus is home-made (Sketch shown in the sup-
porting information). The normal and lateral motions are driven by stepping motors.
Two spring cantilevers are used to measure the friction and adhesion forces, similar to
our former test of the friction and adhesion properties of setal array with surface force
apparatus30 or our self-developed test apparatus37. Two eddy current sensors are used
to detect the deformation of the springs. A glass slide is used to slide against the setal
array. Before assembly, the glass plate is sequentially cleaned with acetone, ethanol,
and deionised water and finally dried with nitrogen. An isolated gecko setal array is
acquired by adhering a gecko toe to a clean glass slide and then sliding it quickly,
which triggers the release of certain setal array strips. The setal array is cut into regular
square sharp pieces under a stereomicroscope using a scalpel and then glued on top of
a steel ball (4 mm diameter) using AB glue (DP420 - 3 M production) under a
microscope. The array is then aged at room temperature for 3 hours prior to assembly
in the test apparatus. Before a typical test, two cameras are set on the top and side of
the seta glass to adjust the alignment between the setal array and the glass surface. By
mounting the steel ball with the setal arrays on top of different spring cantilevers, the
friction and adhesion test can be performed using different spring constants. While
the lateral force along the sliding direction is called friction, the initial applied com-
pressive force acted on the spring and the setal array is called the preload. After
sliding, the normal force is measured from the deformation of the spring, depending
on the direction of the normal force, if the setal array is stretched, the normal force is
adhesive force, on the contrary, it is repulsive.

At the end of this study, a hybrid, three-legged clamp is designed and fabricated. To
utilize the adhesion force of the setal arrays, the friction force should be compensated
with each other, a sliding distance over 480 mm is necessary to engage reliable con-
tacts between the spatulae and the silicon wafer according to the results shown in
Fig. 2. The normal deformation of setal array should be less than 40 mm according to
Fig. 3. Therefore, during the action of the clamp, the sliding in the grip in and release
directions are the key points in clamp design. Finally, the design diagram is decided as
shown in the figure in the supporting information, and the fabricated clamp is as
shown in Fig. 4b. Three springs are uniformly distributed and fixed on a cylinder
holder. A steel ball with a diameter of 2 mm is attached to the end of each spring. The
three setal arrays with approximately 0.33 3 0.4 mm2 were carefully glued on the top
of spheres to keep their top spatulae surfaces remaining in the same plane. Three
threads are connected at the midpoint of the spring and go through a central hole in
the clamp. These threads can be stretched and relaxed by the motion of a small digital
motor simultaneously. To simulate the sliding of the setal arrays on a substrate, the
real sliding distance in the design is over 500 mm.
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